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Pump-dump control and the related transient absorption spectroscopies
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We combine theories of optimal pump-dump control and the related transient probe absorption
spectroscopy in order to elucidate the relation between these two optical processes and the
possibility of experimental realization. In the weak response regime, we identify the globally
optimal pair of pump-dump control fields, and further propose a second-order difference detection
scheme to monitor the wave packets dynamics that is jointly controlled by both the pump and dump
fields. The globally optimal solution serves also as the initial input for the iterative search for the
optimal control fields in the strong response regime. We use a model I2 molecule to demonstrate
numerically the pump-dump control and the detection of a highly vibrationally excited wave packet
focusing dynamics on the groundX surface in both the weak and strong response regimes. The I2B
surface serves as the intermediate to assist the pump-dump control and the optical detection
processes. Demonstrated in the strong response regime are the optimal pair of pump-dump
molecular-p pulses that invert nearly total population onto the predefined target region within a half
period of vibration motion. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!00115-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advancement in both theory and experiment
made it possible to use tailored light to attain laser contro
chemical dynamics and reactivity in a variety of system
The basic idea is to exploit the time-frequency coherence
light to actively interfere with the quantum matter wave as
evolves.

The simplest example of active control in time domain
the Tannor-Rice pump-dump control scheme,1,2 in which re-
action selectivity is achieved by the proper timing of t
second~dump! light pulse to coincide with the evolution of
pump-excited molecule into desired product Franck–Con
region. Experimental demonstration of this simple tim
domain control has been performed by several groups.3–5 In
Tannor and Rice’s original work,1,2 the shape of dump field
was also optimized with respect to a fixed pump field in
weak response regime. Paramonov and Manz and t
co-workers6,7 have described a control scheme that use
sequence of pulses with optimized field strength, frequen
time delay, and duration for each subpulse.

The principle of active control in the frequency doma
has been beautifully demonstrated by Brumer a
Shapiro.8–10They have proposed to use two or more contin
ous wave~cw! fields to coherently interfere with a degene
ate molecular doorway state which may lead to two or m
final possible outcomes of a reaction. In the Brumer–Sha

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
yyan@ust.hk
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coherent control scheme, the selectivity of a particular re
tion channel is regulated by the relative phase, amplitu
and polarization of two~or more! incident cw fields. This
coherent control scheme has been experimentally dem
strated by several groups.11–15

A number of methods based on formal control theo
first introduced by Rabitz and co-workers,16–18 have been
presented to determine the coherent temporal-spectral s
of light field that best drives a quantum system to a desi
target.19–28Experimental demonstrations of the optimal co
trol scheme have been carried out for manipulating the
cited state wave packet focusing dynamics and photodi
ciation product.29–31Recently, Yan and co-workers32–36have
further developed the theory of optimal control via a pair
phase-unlocked coherent fields. This work generalizes
Tannor–Rice pump-dump~or pump-pump! control scheme1,2

with simultaneous optimization of the pair of phase-unlock
or nondegenerate coherent fields in both the weak and
strong response regimes. Numerical demonstrations h
been made on the weak pump-dump control of localiz
Gaussian wave packets in a high vibrationally excited reg
on the ground electronic surface.32–35

In this paper, we shall consider the possible detect
schemes based on the transient absorption spectroscop
monitor the pump-dump controlled wave packet dynamics
both weak and strong response regimes. For the purpos
demonstration, we consider a generic two-surface molec
system that easily lends itself to a clear discussion of typ
pump-dump-probe experiments~cf. Fig. 1!.
il:
2 © 1999 American Institute of Physics

 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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Let us start with the physical picture of the excitatio
and detection processes in the weak response regime.
conventional transient probe absorption measurement,
nonstationary wave packet is induced via a single excita
field, i.e., the pump. Upon excitation, a ‘‘particle’’ wav
packet is created on the excited surface, while a ‘‘hole’’
left in the initial ground state. In the weak response regim
the excited-surface ‘‘particle’’ and the ground-surfa
‘‘hole’’ may be described byuce

(1)u2 and Re@cg
(0)cg

(2)#, respec-
tively. Both of them are nonstationary and linearly depe
on the intensity of the pump excitation field. We may th
classify uce

(1)u2 as the first-order ‘‘particle’’ on the excited
surface and Re@cg

(0)cg
(2)# the first-order ‘‘hole’’ on the ground

surface. The evolutions of these nonstationary wave pac
on both surfaces are then monitored with a varying dela
probe pulse in terms of transient absorption signals. I
pump-dump-probe optical process, the excitation fields c
sist of a pair of pump-dump light pulses, rather than a sin
pulse in the conventional pump-probe experiment. In t
case, generated are also a secondary ‘‘particle’’@ ucg

(2)u2# on
the ground surface and a secondary ‘‘hole’’ Re@ce

(1)ce
(3)# on

the excited surface. These secondary wave packets de
bilinearly on the product of pump and dump intensities. T
evolution of the secondary ‘‘particle’’ucg

(2)u2 in a highly
vibrationally excited region on the ground surface may
monitored via transient laser-induced-fluorescence signal
further pumping it onto the third or another high-lying ele
tronic state surface. However, in an absorption process
volving only two surfaces, the transient signals of the s
ondary ‘‘particle’’ ucg

(2)u2 are buried in the much stronge
signals of the first-order ‘‘particle’’uce

(1)u2. In this work, we
propose a simple second-order difference signal detec
scheme@cf. Eq. ~30!# that allows us to eliminate the first
order signal contributions. We shall also demonstrate h
the control theory is applied to design the globally optim
pump-dump field pair that drives the secondary ‘‘particl
ucg

(2)u2 to best overlap with a predefined target wave pac
at a given target time.

In the strong response regime, the total inversion
population into the target region may be obtained. T
pump-dump control of total population inversion consider
here has two exotic characteristics. First, the excitation fie

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of pump-dump-probe control and detection
cesses.
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consist of a pair of molecular-p pulses. The molecular-p
pump pulse achieves the total population inversion of
initially stationary ground surface molecular sample onto
electronic surface. The subsequent molecular-p dump pulse
reverses the processes by inverting the nonstationary ex
surface wave packet completely back to the ground surf
target region. Second, the pair of molecular-p pulses should
be properly shaped and timed such that they jointly and
timally drive the molecular wave packet into the predefin
target distribution in the nuclear phase-space at the spec
target time. In this work, we shall present a numerical e
ample of a pair of nearly perfect molecular-p pump-dump
pulses that achieve over 90% of total population inversion
the above mentioned controlled manner.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II, we outline our previous theoretical results on
optimal pump-dump control in a two-surfaces molecu
system.32–35 In Sec. III, we present the theory of transie
weak probe absorption in the presence of arbitrary excita
fields. Due to the same dynamics processes involved, a g
similarity between the formulation of optimal pump-dum
control and that of transient absorption is expected. In S
IV, we demonstrate the control and detection of nucle
wave packet focusing dynamics of a model I2 molecule on
both the excited and ground surfaces and in both the w
and the strong response regimes. Finally, we summarize
conclude in Sec. V.

II. THEORY OF OPTIMAL CONTROL

A. General theory in the strong response regime

Consider a laser excitation process in a molecule sys
involving the groundg and an excitede electronic states~cf.
Fig. 1!. The total Hamiltonian in the electronic rotating
wave-approximation~RWA! assumes the form

H~ t !5H02D1E~ t !2D2E* ~ t !, ~1a!

H05Hgug&^gu1Heue&^eu, ~1b!

D15mue&^gu and D25mu&^eu. ~1c!

Here,Hg andHe are the adiabatic Hamiltonians for the m
lecular nuclear dynamics, andm is the electronic transition
dipole moment which depends generally on the molecu
configuration.D1 andD25D1

† can physically be viewed a
the creation and annihilation operators, respectively, for
electronic excitation or exciton. They satisfy the followin
relations: D1ug&5mue&, D2ue&5mug&, and D2ug&
5D1ue&50. In Eq. ~1!, E(t) denotes the external field en
velope, which is considered as a given input in a spec
scopic problem~cf. Sec. III! but an undetermined function in
a control process. Note in Eq.~1! all operators can be equall
written in the matrix form. For example,

H~ t !5F Hg 2mE* ~ t !

2mE~ t ! He
G . ~2!

Similarly, the two-surface wave functionc(t) governed by
the HamiltonianH(t) can be written as

o-
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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7194 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 15, 15 April 1999 Shen et al.
c~ t ![G~ t,t8!c~ t8!5Fcg~ t !
ce~ t ! G . ~3!

In this paper we consider the control problem in whi
the target is chosen as a pure stateuf&. We shall search for
the optimal fieldE(t) that best drives the molecular syste
wave packetc(t) to overlap with the target at a specifie
target timet f . We shall consider the simplest constraint th
the incident intensity,

I 5E
0

t f
dtuE~ t !u2, ~4!

from the control remains finite and nonzero. In this case,
control problem is a functional optimization of the followin
quantity:16,17,20,21

J@$E~ t !%;t f #5uc~ t f !u22lI , ~5!

with respect to the control field functionE(t). In Eq.~5!, l is
the constant Lagrangian multiplier for the constraint of
finite incident field intensityI @Eq. ~4!#, while c(t f) is the
control yield amplitude defined as

c~ t ![^fuc~ t !&. ~6!

To find the control equation that determines the optim
E(t), we shall consider the variation in control yiel
duc(t f)u2, with respect to the variation in control field. Usin
the first-order perturbation theory in the Hilbert space,
obtain

duc~ t f !u25c~ t f !dc* ~ t f !1c* ~ t f !dc~ t f !

5E
0

t f
dt@c~ t f ! f 1* ~ t;t f !

1c* ~ t f ! f 2~ t;t f !#dE* ~ t !1c.c. ~7!

Here, c.c. stands for the complex conjugate,

f 6~ t;t f !5~ i /\!^fuG~ t f ,t !uc6~ t !&, ~8!

and

c6~ t ![D6c~ t !. ~9!

In Eq. ~8!, G(t f ,t) is the Hilbert-space propagator govern
by the total HamiltonianH(t) @Eq. ~1!# in the presence of the
control field. The final control equation can then be obtain
by using the variation principledJ50 together with Eq.~7!.
We have16,20,32–35

c~ t f ! f 1* ~ t;t f !1c* ~ t f ! f 2~ t;t f !5lE~ t !. ~10!

The key quantities here aref 1 and f 2 @Eq. ~8!# that carry all
the t-dependent information required by the optimal fie
The evaluation off 6 involves the propagation of wav
packet under the HamiltonianH(t) @Eq. ~1!# in the presence
of control fieldE(t). Thus, Eq.~10! is nonlinear and should
be solved iteratively for the locally optimal fieldE(t) at any
given intensity.

As D1 and D2 @Eq. ~1c!# are the exciton creation an
annihilation operators,f 1 and f 2 can actually be viewed a
the Hilbert-space pump and dump control kernel, resp
tively. This distinction constitutes the background for t
Downloaded 04 Mar 2001 to 202.40.139.46. Redistribution subject to
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theory of pump-dump control via a pair of phase-unlock
pump-dump$Ep ,Ed% fields. In this case, the control equa
tions assume32–35

^c~ t f ;u! f 1* ~ t;t f ,u!&5lpEp~ t !, ~11a!

^c* ~ t f ;u! f 2~ t;t f ,u!eiu&5ldEd~ t !. ~11b!

Here,lp andld are the constant Lagrangian multipliers f
the constraints of finite incident intensities from the pum
and the dump control fields, respectively. In Eq.~11!, the
control amplitudec and the control kernelf 6 are evaluated
with the HamiltonianH(t) of Eq. ~1! in the presence of
E(t)5Ep(t)1e2 iuEd(t), the coherence superposition of th
pump-dump fields that are phase-locked at the speci
phaseu. The final coupled control equations for the optim
pair of phase-unlocked fields should include the ensem
averagê¯& over the random phaseu distribution.

B. Linear theory in the weak response regime

As mentioned earlier, the general equation in either
phase-locked@Eq. ~10!# or phase-unlocked@Eq. ~11!# control
scheme is nonlinear and should be solved in an itera
manner. The converged solution is, however, only loca
optimal and depends generally on the input field to initial
the time consuming iterative procedure. Moreover, loca
optimal fields tend often to be too complicated to be expe
mentally realizable. To facilitate this problem, there has be
much effort directed toward the linear versions of cont
theory.25,35–39In the following we shall describe two limiting
cases in the weak control response regime in which the lin
versions of control theory can be generally obtained.32

Before proceeding, let us analyze the power law of
relevant quantitiesc and f 6 in the general Hilbert-space con
trol theory @Eq. ~10! or Eq. ~11!# in the weak response re
gime. The other commonly used terminology for the we
response regime is then-photon processes in which the lea
ing term in the control amplitudec @Eq. ~6!# depends on the
external fieldE ~or E* ! to the nth order. In this case, the
Hilbert-space control kernelf 1 or f 2 depends on the field to
the (n21)th order@cf. Eq. ~7!#. It concludes that the linea
control theory can be obtained not only in the one-pho
processes, but also in the two-photon weak response reg

1. Solution to the one-photon excitation control

Let us consider the control of an excited surface tar
f5feue& via the one-photon excitation process in the we
response regime. Hereafter, we shall also assume tha
molecule is initially in an eigenstatec(0)5nug& on the
ground surface. In order to simplify the notation, th
eigenenergyen of the initial state is chosen to be the ener
zero. The relevant quantities in the one-photon control
gime can thus be evaluated as

f 1
0 ~ t,t f !5~ i /\!^feue2 iH e~ t f2t !/\mun&, ~12a!

f 2
~0!~ t,t f !50, ~12b!

c~1!~ t f !5E
0

t f
dt f1

~0!~ t,t f !E~ t !. ~12c!
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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Substituting the above equations to Eq.~10! followed by
neglecting the trivial constant and phase, we obtain the
lowing solution to the optimal one-photon control field in th
weak response regime1,32:

E~ t !5^feue2 iH e~ t f2t !/\mun&* . ~13!

This is the time-dependent Franck–Condon overlap betw
the initial stateun& and the free-backward-propagated targ
state^fe

(0)(t;t f)u[^feue2 iH e(t f2t)/\ on the excited surface.

2. Eigenequation for the two-photon pump-dump
control

We shall now consider the control of a ground surfa
targetf5fgug& via the two-photon pump-dump excitatio
in the weak response regime. In this case, the relevant q
tities are32,33,39

f 1
~1!~ t,t f !5~ i /\!^fe

~1!~ t,t f !umucg
~0!~ t !&

5E
t

t f
dt8B~ t8,t !E* ~ t8!, ~14a!

f 2
~1!~ t,t f !5~ i /\!^fg

~0!~ t,t f !umuce
~1!~ t !&

5E
0

t

dt8B~ t,t8!E~ t8!, ~14b!

c~2!~ t f !5E
0

t f
dtE

0

t

dt8E* ~ t !B~ t,t8!E~ t8!

5E
0

t f
dt f2

~1!~ t,t f !E* ~ t !

5E
0

t f
dt f1

~1!~ t,t f !E~ t !. ~14c!

Here, B(t,t8) is the Hilbert-space pump-dump control r
sponse function defined by32,33,39

B~ t,t8!5H ^fg
~0!~ t;t f !uT̂~ t2t8!un&; for t>t8

0 for t,t8
. ~15!

In this equation,̂ fg
(0)(t;t f)u[^fgue2 iH g(t f2t)/\ is the free-

backward-propagated ground state target. The two-photoT̂
operator is defined as

T̂~ t ![~ i /\!2me2 iH et/\m. ~16!

We notice that there is a simple scaling relation betwe
c(2)(t f) and f 6

(1)(t;t f) @Eq. ~14c!#. Owning to this relation,
the phase ofc(2)(t f) becomes irrelevant to the control pro
cess and can be completely removed from the control eq
tion. In this case, the linearized version of Eq.~10! can be
cast as32,33,39

E
0

t f
dt8@B* ~ t8,t !1B~ t,t8!#E~ t8!5lE~ t !. ~17!

In the time-grid representation, the optimal fieldE(t) is a
vector of N elements, whileB(t,t8) is a lower-trigonal
N3N matrix. Equation~17! can thus be recast in the sta
dard form of the Hermitian matrix eigenequation: (B†

1B)E5lE.
Downloaded 04 Mar 2001 to 202.40.139.46. Redistribution subject to
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By using Eq.~17!, we can further cast the control am
plitude c(2) @Eq. ~14c!# in the weak response regime as32,33

c~2!~ t f !5E
0

t f
dtE

0

t f
dt8E* ~ t !B~ t,t8!E~ t8!5

lI

2
. ~18!

This equation states that the eigenvalue of Eq.~17! is the
control yield amplitude with respect to the incident field i
tensity:l}uc(2)(t f)u/I . The globally optimal field in the two-
photon weak control response regime can thus be obtaine
the eigenfunction of Eq.~17! associating with the larges
eigenvalue. Note that by using the optimal field@Eq. ~17!#,
the two-photon control amplitudec(2)(t f) is real and positive
at the target timet f . This is consistent with the choice o
setting arg@c(2)(tf)#50 in the derivation of Eq.~17!.

To conclude this section, let us further present the c
trol equations for the optimal pair of phase-unlocked pum
dump fields$Ep ,Ed% in the weak response regime@cf. Eq.
~11!#. They are given by32,33,35

E
0

t f
dt8@B†B#~ t,t8!Ep~ t8!5lpdEp~ t !, ~19a!

E
0

t f
dt8@BB†#~ t,t8!Ed~ t8!5lpdEd~ t !. ~19b!

Here,

@B†B#~ t,t8![E
0

t f
dt9B* ~ t9,t !B~ t9,t8!, ~20!

and @BB†#(t,t8) is defined similarly. The common eigen
valuelpd in Eq. ~19! associates with the control yield wit
respect to product of the incident intensities from both
pump and the dump fields

lpd5uc~2!~ t f !u2/~ I pI d!. ~21!

Therefore, the globally optimal phase-unlocked pump-du
field pair $Ep ,Ed% can be identified as the eigenfunctions
Eq. ~19! associating with the largest eigenvalue.

III. THEORY OF TRANSIENT ABSORPTION

We shall now consider the formulation of weak transie
probe absorption spectroscopies in the presence of arbi
external excitation fields, such as the optimal pump-du
fields presented in the previous section. In general, the pr
absorption signalS(tT) can be expressed in terms o
P(kT ,t), the optical polarization at the probe field directio
We have40–42

S~ tT!52 Im E
2`

`

dtET* ~ t2tT!P~kT ,t !

[2 Im E
2`

`

dtET* ~ t2tT!

3E dre2 i ~kTr2VTt !^cT~ t !uD2ucT~ t !&. ~22!

In this equation,ET(t2tT) and VT are, respectively, the
complex envelope and the carrier frequency of the pro
field that centers att5tT . In the calculation of conventiona
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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pump-probe spectroscopy, the pump field is taken to be c
tered att50, and thereforetT denotes the probe delay time
In this work,tT is referred to the probing time with respect
the beginning of control.

In the weak probe response regime, we can approxim
the total wave functioncT by its first-order perturbation in
the matter-probe field interaction. After some simple algeb
we obtain the following formulation for calculating the tra
sient weak probe absorption in the presence of arbitrary
citation fields:

S~ tT!52 Im E
2`

`

dtE
0

`

dteiVTtET~ t !ET* ~ t1t!

3@R1~t,tT1t !1R2* ~t,tT1t !#

[Sg~ tT!1Se~ tT!, ~23!

with

R6~t,t !5~ i /\!^c6~ t1t!uG~ t1t,t !uc6~ t !&. ~24!

In the second identity of Eq.~23!, we denote explicitly
the total transient signals as the sum of two contributio
One isSg evaluated from Eq.~23! with only the R1 term,
and another isSe with only R2 . Note thatc6 @Eq. ~9!# can
be recast in the matrix form as

c1~ t ![D1c~ t !5F 0
mcg~ t !G , ~25a!

c2~ t ![D2c~ t !5Fmce~ t !
0 G . ~25b!

In this sense,R1(t,t) @cf. Eq. ~24!# can be considered as th
probe response of the nonstationary wave functioncg(t) on
the ground surface, whileR2(t,t) is that of ce(t) on the
excited surface, in the presence of arbitrary excitation fie
In other words,R1 contributes to thee←g absorption@i.e.,
Sg in the second identity of Eq.~23!#, while R2 contributes
to the stimulatede→g emission signals@i.e., Se in the sec-
ond identity of Eq.~23!#. The above physical distinction
made toR1 andR2 is very similar to what we made in Sec
II A to the pump control kernelf 1 and the dump contro
kernel f 2 . Formally, there is also much similarity betwee
the spectroscopic response functionR6 of Eq. ~24! and the
control response functionf 6 of Eq. ~8!. This underlying
similarity in both the physical processes and the form
structure suggests the possibility of using transient probe
sorption signals to monitor the pump-dump controlled m
lecular wave packet dynamics.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We shall present numerical examples of control and
tection of a model I2 vibrational wave packet dynamics o
both the groundX and the excitedB surfaces~cf. Fig. 1 with
g5X and e5B!. Their potential functions are taken to b
Morse with the parameters listed in Table I. For simplici
we neglect the effects of molecular rotation and of the n
Condon transition dipole. We setm51 Debye. The molecule
begins at the vibronicn50 level in the ground electronicX
Downloaded 04 Mar 2001 to 202.40.139.46. Redistribution subject to
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state. The target is chosen as a minimum-uncertainty Ga
ian wave packet on either the ground or the excited surfa

fg,e~R!5expF2
~R2 r̄ !2

4D r
2 2 i

p̄

\
~R2 r̄ !G . ~26!

This target centers atr̄ in coordinate with a width ofD r , and
at p̄ in momentum with a width ofDp5\/2D r . The target
time is chosen to bet f5200 fs.

In order to illustrate the time-frequency coherence in
optimal control field to be evaluated later, we shall also
troduce the Wigner field profile defined as

FW~v,t !52 ReE
0

`

dte2 ivtE* S t1
t

2DES t2
t

2D . ~27!

In the following spectroscopic@Eq. ~23!# calculations, all
probes are chosen to be transform-limited pulses with the
width at half maximum~FWHM! of 35 fs in uET(t)u2. The
probe carrying frequencyVT in each calculation will be
specified.

A. Pump-probe of molecular dynamics

Before presenting the main results of pump-dump-pro
processes in the next subsection, let us first discuss s
related topics on the simple pump-probe control and de
tion in the weak response regime. We start with a minim
uncertainty Gaussian target on the excited surface,fe of Eq.
~26!. The target parameters are the coordinate center̄
53.55 Å, the coordinate spreadD r50.07 Å, and the mo-
mentum meanp̄.0 that corresponds to an outgoing kinet
energy of p̄2/2m50.12 eV. The vibrational period of this
target ~about 400 fs! is larger than the target time (t f

5200 fs). This target is a type of ‘‘molecular paddleball
or an outgoing wave packet in the bound potential surf
region.26,34 We shall see in Sec. IV B that the pump-dum
control of wave packet focusing dynamics involves the pu
prefocusing of a molecular paddleball on the excited st
surface.

Figure 2 presents the Wigner profileFW @Eq. ~27!# of the
optimal pump excitation field evaluated via Eq.~13! in the
weak one-photon control response regime. The figure sh
clearly that the optimal pump field for focusing the outgoi
wave packet is up-chirped, the average frequency increa
with time. This is consistent with the following classical pi
ture of the process. The lower energy components of ma
wave packet are excited by the lower frequency compone
of light wave packet. These wave packet components c
lower momenta and will take relatively longer times to rea
the outgoing target region. Thus, the low-energy wa
packet components should be excited before the high-en
components so that the maximum overlap with the hig
localized target can be achieved at the given target time

TABLE I. Parameters for I2 Morse potential surfaces in the gas phas
V(R)5Te1De@12e2b(R2Re)#2.

Surface Te ~cm21! De ~cm21! b ~Å21! Re ~Å!

X or g 0 12 550 1.871 2.666
B or e 15 769 4381 1.876 3.016
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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We shall now consider the detection signal measurem
in the weak response regime. To examine the effect of pu
excitation, the transient signal is usually recorded in the
ference scheme,

DS~ tT!5S~ tT!2S0~ tT!. ~28!

HereS(tT) @Eq. ~23!# denotes the signal measured with t
excitation field on, whileS0(tT) is with the field off. In the
conventional weak pump-probe spectroscopic processes
excitation field refers to the pump that creates a nonstat
ary ‘‘particle’’ wave packetuce

(1)u2 on the excited surface
while leaving a nonstationary ‘‘hole’’ Re@cg

(0)cg
(2)# on the

ground surface. Both of them are of the first order, as th
intensities depend linearly on the intensity of excitation fie
The difference signalDS(tT) contains in principle both con
tributions from the particle and the hole. These two con
butions correspond toDSe ~arising fromR2! andDSg ~aris-
ing from R1! in the second identity of Eq.~23!, respectively.
However, the relative strength of these contributions depe
on the probe frequency that defines the window of detect
Demonstrated in Fig. 3 are the transient signals probe
three representative frequencies. In Fig. 3~a!, the probe fre-
quency~8090 cm21! is tuned to the resonance with the targ
Franck-Condon transient region, at which the ground s
‘‘hole’’ is largely off-resonant. In this case, theDSg contri-
bution from the ground state ‘‘hole’’ is suppressed and
experimental transient absorption signal,DS(tT)5DSe(tT),
monitors the coherent motion of the excited state wa
packet. As the target is an outgoing wave packet with
mean momentump̄.0, the detection window is in betwee
two turning points. Thus, a localized wave packet passes
detection window twice in each period of oscillation, resu
ing in the appearance of two trains of quantum beats in F
3~a!. One is for the bond stretching and another for the bo
compression. In Fig. 3~b!, the probe frequency~7500 cm21!
is tuned to detect the wave packet dynamics at the o
turning point on the excited surface. In this case, two tra
of quantum beats collapse into one. The wave packet at
turning point@cf. the first peak of Fig. 3~b!# is much broader
than that in the controlled target region at the control ti
@cf. the first peak of Fig. 3~a!#. The dispersion of wave packe

FIG. 2. Wigner time-frequency profile of the optimal~pump! excitation field
in the one-photon weak response regime. The control target is an outg
minimum uncertainty Gaussian wave packet on the excited surface.
target time ist f5200 fs.
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is a natural tendency of molecular anharmonicity. The op
mal field with an appropriate chirp is capable of compens
ing this natural tendency. In Fig. 3~c!, the probe frequency
~18 470 cm21! is the same as that of the pump field. In th
case, the probe window is near the inner turning point of
excited surface, and is also in resonance with the Fran
Condon transition of ‘‘hole’’ wave packet on the groun
surface. The contributions from both the ground st
‘‘hole’’ ( DSg) and the excited ‘‘particle’’ (DSe) are substan-
tial. As the ‘‘particle’’ is high vibrationally excited with a
relative large mean oscillation period, the quantum bea
ground state ‘‘hole’’ can still be seen clearly. The appeara
of double humps in Fig. 3~c! indicates that the ground stat
hole may be primarily double peaked in nature.

B. Pump-dump-probe of molecular dynamics

We now turn to the main objective of this paper, th
pump-dump control and its related transient absorption sp
troscopies. The control target is a high vibrationally excit
minimum uncertainty Gaussian wave packetfg of Eq. ~26!,
on the ground state surface. The parameters for the Gaus
wave packet target arer̄ 53.35 Å, p̄50, and D r50.03 Å
~Fig. 1!. This target is a coherent superposition of about
levels, with the center aroundn540. The mean vibrationa
energy of this target is about 7450 cm21. The target time is
chosen ast f5200 fs.

We start with the calculation of the globally optima
pump-dump field~pair! in the weak two-photon respons
regime. This is done by evaluating the eigenfunction of E
~17! or Eq. ~19! that corresponds to the largest eigenvalu

ng
he

FIG. 3. Conventional difference transient absorption signals@Eq. ~28!# at
three representative detection frequencies in the presence of the exci
field of Fig. 2. The observed signal~dark-solid! in each panel is a sum o
two contributions@Eq. ~23!#. One is from the wave packet motion on th
ground surface~thin-solid!, and another is from that on the excited surfa
~dashed!.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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The resulting pump-dump fields are then used to initiate
iterative solution to Eqs.~10! or ~11! for control fields at a
certain finite intensity. The converged solution at any giv
intensity is used as the initial input for the next step of ite
tion procedure for the optimal pump-dump control fiel
with a slightly higher intensity. It is found that there is n
difference between the phase-locked@Eqs.~10! and~17!# and
the phase-unlocked@Eqs.~11! and~19!# pump-dump control
schemes, for the target in the field intensity range of con
eration in this work. The condition at which phase locki
plays a role in control has been analyzed in detail in Ref.

In the following, we shall present the results of optim
pump-dump control at two representing intensities and th
corresponding transient probe absorption signals. In the
culations of transient spectroscopies@Eq. ~23!#, the probe
fields are chosen as transform-limited Gaussian pulses
the temporal FWHM535 fs. The probe frequency isVT

59110 cm21, tuned at resonance with the Franck–Cond
transition of the ground state target. Note the mean mom
tum of the target is zero,p̄50. The probe window is there
fore at the outer turning region of the target on the grou
potential surface.

1. Pump-dump-probe in the weak response regime

Let us start with the results of the low intensity of th
pump-dump control field pair at which each field carries
Rabi flopping angle of 0.3p. The Rabi flopping angle of a
field Ej is defined asu5*dtmuEj (t)u/\.43 We find that at
this intensity the optimal fields preserve essentially the g
bally optimal shapes, i.e., the eigenfunction of Eqs.~17! or
~19! corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, in the we
response regime. Figure 4 presents the optimal pair of pu
dump fields in terms of their temporal and spectral inten
ties. Both fields have simple near-Gaussian form shapes.
Wigner profiles@Eq. ~27!# of the optimal pump-dump fields
are shown in Fig. 5. Besides an appropriate dump delay w
respect to the pump field, the optimal frequency chirp in
pump is positive while that in the dump is negative. This c

FIG. 4. Temporal~a! and spectral~b! intensity profiles of the globally op-
timal pump-dump fields pair in the weak response regime.
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be understood as follows. Since the target is a focu
Gaussian wave packet at the outer turning point on
ground state surface, it is more efficient for the pump proc
to create a prefocused and outgoing wave packet on the
cited surface. As discussed in Fig. 2, the pump control fi
in this case is positively chirped. Furthermore, as the pum
wave packet moves outward toward the larger internuc
distance at the target region, the potential difference betw
the two involving surfaces decreases. As a result, a nega
chirp is favored to the dump field.

Figure 6 demonstrates the evolutions of pump-du
controlled wave packets on two surfaces in the weak
sponse regime. The ground state wave function consist
two components:cg5cg81cg9 . One is the pump-dumped
componentc8 arising after the dump field interaction, an
another is the unexcited componentcg9 remaining in the ini-
tial wave packet region. The population distribution
$Pg8 ,Pe ,Pg9%5$0.1,0.2,0.7% at the target timet f5200 fs.
Here, Pg8 denotes the population being transferred into
ground surface target region,Pe being pumped and left on
the excited surface, whilePg9512Pg82Pe is the unexcited
part. At the target time, the pump-dumped wave packetcg8

FIG. 5. Wigner intensity profiles of the globally optimal pump-dump co
trol fields pair as in Fig. 4 in the weak response regime.

FIG. 6. Evolutions of the wave packets on two surfaces controlled by
globally optimal pump-dump fields pair of Fig. 5. The Rabi flopping ang
in each field is 0.3p. About 10% of total population is inverted, reaching a
almost perfect overlap with the predefined target~dashed curve! at t f

5200 fs.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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overlaps nearly perfectly with the predefined minimu
uncertainty Gaussian targetfg ~dashed curve!.

Figure 7 depicts the transient absorption signals of
controlled wave packets as shown in Fig. 6. Two differen
detection schemes are considered. The upper panel@Fig.
7~a!# shows the conventional first-order difference signa
defined as@cf. Eq. ~28!#

DS~ tT!5DSpd~ tT!5Spd~ tT!2S0~ tT!. ~29!

Here, Spd(tT) is evaluated via Eq.~23! in the presence o
both pump and dump fields, whileS0 is that in the absence o
both excitation fields. The lower panel@Fig. 7~b!# presents
the second-order difference signals defined as

D2S~ tT!5DSpd~ tT!2DSp~ tT!2DSd~ tT!. ~30!

Here, DSp or DSd is the first-order difference signal wit
only the pump or the dump field, respectively. In the we
response regime, the pump-dumped wave packet on
ground state surface constitutes a second-order ‘‘partic
ucg8u

25ucg
(2)u2, in the highly vibrationally excited region. In

the first-order difference detection scheme@Fig. 7~a!#, the
spectroscopic signature of the second-order ‘‘particle’’ d
namics~the thin solid curve! is largely buried in the opposite
signal ~the dashed curve! arising from the first-order or the
pump-excited ‘‘particle’’ uce

(1)u2 on the excited surface. In
the second-order difference scheme@Fig. 7~b!#, the signal
contributes from the second-order ‘‘particle’’~the thin solid
curve! on the ground surface and the second-order ‘‘ho
Re@ce

(1)ce
(3)# ~the dashed curve! on the excited state surface

All the first-order contributions are removed. As the seco
order ‘‘particle’’ on the ground surface is being optimal
controlled and detected, the observed signal@the dark solid
curve in Fig. 7~b!# reveals mainly the optical signature of th
dynamics of the highly vibrationally excited wave packet
the ground surface. This situation is much like that in F

FIG. 7. Transient absorption signals in both the first-order differe
schemeDS @~a! with Eq. ~29!# and the second-order difference schemeD2S
@~b! with Eq. ~30!# for monitoring the controlled wave packet evolutions
shown in Fig. 6. The thin-solid curves are signal contributions fromcg(t),
while the dashed ones are those fromce(t). The experimental observable
~dark-solid! consist of the above two contributions.
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3~c! where the dynamics on the ground surface is monito
in the presence of an excited surface wave packet.

2. Pump-dump-probe in the strong response regime

We shall now consider the strong pump-dump cont
response regime at which the Rabi flopping angle for
pump field is 1.5p and that for the dump field is 0.9p.
Figure 8 shows the resulting optimal pair of pump-dum
fields evaluated in the iterative manner described in the
ginning of Sec. IV B. The optimal fields remain relative
simple shapes as their intensity intensities increase. H
ever, they~Fig. 8! deviate appreciably from the globally op
timal shapes~Fig. 5! in the weak response regime. The fr
quency chirp in the optimal pump field in the strong respon
regime remains positive but that in the dump approac
zero. In fact the dump field in Fig. 8 approaches the imp
sive limit so that the frequency chirp plays no role on t
controlled dynamics.

Figure 9 depicts the evolutions of wave packets,cg(t)
and ce(t), controlled by the optimal pair of pump-dum
control fields as indicated in Fig. 8. At the target time, t
pump-dumped wave packet overlaps nearly perfectly w
the predefined minimum-uncertainty Gaussian targetfg

e

FIG. 8. Wigner intensity profiles of the optimal pump-dump control fiel
pair in the strong response regime. The Rabi flopping angles of the p
and the dump fields are 1.5 and 0.9p, respectively.

FIG. 9. Evolutions of the wave packets on two surfaces controlled by
optimal pump-dump fields pair of Fig. 8. Over 90% of total population
inverted onto the target region. The controlled wave packet overlaps alm
perfectly with the target~dashed curve! at the target time oft f5200 fs.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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~dashed curve in the lower panel of Fig. 9!. The population
transfer is$Pg8 ,Pe ,Pg9%5$0.91,0.075,0.015%, wherePg8 de-
notes the inverted population in the target region,Pe the
population being excited onto the excited state surface,
Pg9 the population remains in the initial ground state regio
Recall that in a two-level atomic or spin system, a reson
p-pulse inverts 100% of population from the lower level
the upper level.43 We may refer to the optimal pump-dum
fields in Fig. 8 as near the molecularp-pulse pair that invert
over 90% of the total population onto the target region~cf.
Fig. 9!. The molecular pumpp-pulse for the total inversion
of electronic state population in a molecular system has b
recently investigated by Caoet al.44 The studies of molecula
pump-dumpp-pulse pair for the total inversion of populatio
onto a specified highly vibrationally excited region will b
published elsewhere.

Figure 10 shows the corresponding transient signals
both the first-orderDS(tT) @Fig. 10~a! with Eq. ~29!# and the
second-orderD2S(tT) @Fig. 10~b! with Eq. ~30!# difference
detection schemes. Included in each panel of Fig. 10 are
two signal contributions to the total signal@cf. the second
identity of Eq. ~23!#. One is from the ground~thin solid
curves, arising fromR1! and another is from the excite
~dashed curves, arising fromR2! electronic states wave
packets. Obviously, the simple first-order difference sig
DS(tT) @Fig. 10~a!# is capable of monitoring the pump
dumped wave packet dynamics in the molecularp-field re-
gime, since almost all population is inverted into the tar
region. In the weak control response regime we shall, h
ever, consider the second-order difference signal@cf. Fig.
7~b!#. Note the signal strength in the optimalp pump-dump
field pair ~Fig. 10! is about 200 times larger than that of Fi
7~b! in the weak response regime.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have used realistic molecular potentials to dem
strate the optimal pump-dump control in both the strong a
weak response regimes and their corresponding trans

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 7 but with the pump-dump control fields pair of F
8 in the strong response regime. Wave packet evolutions of Fig. 9
monitored.
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spectroscopies. The pump-dump field in the weak respo
regime is calculated via the linear theory of control@Eq. ~17!
or Eq. ~19!# in which the globally optimal solution can b
obtained. We have found that the globally optimal pump a
dump fields in the weak response regime can efficiently c
vert over 10% of the total population onto the localized t
get region at the specified target time. These optimal fie
are rather simple and robust for the possibility of experim
tal realization. We have also proposed a second-order dif
ence detection scheme@Eq. ~30! and Fig. 7~b!# to monitor the
pump-dump controlled wave packet dynamics in the we
response regime.

The calculations of optimal control fields in the stron
response regime are based on the iterative solutions of
linear control equations@Eqs. ~10! or ~11!#. The globally
optimal solution in the weak response regime comes n
rally as the initial input to start the iterative solutions in th
strong response regime. The use of chirped pulses in
strong response regime has proved useful b
theoretically44–46 and experimentally47,48 in the control of
population inversion in multilevel molecular and atomic sy
tems or in the dissipative medium. The effect of chirp
related to the adiabatic passage of the material popula
dynamics via intensive fields in order to achieve an effect
p pulse. Recently, chirped pulses have also been use
study the molecular dynamics and system-bath coupling
solution.49–51 In this work, we have presented the prelim
nary results to demonstrate the correlation between
chirps of two optimal fields and the molecularp-field pair
for the population inversion onto a localized target region
pump-dump processes.
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